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Please view current photos.

Radio
Lot # 501 | Estimate: $100
HMV mantel radio - teal coloured plastic case
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Radio
Lot # 500 | Estimate: $100
HMV mantel radio - burgundy coloured plastic case

Radio
Lot # 499 | Estimate: $100
Small brown bakelite cased mantel radio. No maker to exterior, speaker 
marked Model C Rola

Telephone
Lot # | Estimate: $180
Early 20th Century wall mounted telephone. Complete with finger dial, voice & 
hearing components & pair of brass bells

Mantle Radio
Lot # 427 | Estimate: $150
Bush bakelite mantle radio - brown
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Mantle Radio
Lot # 426 | Estimate: $100
Kriesler bakelite mantle radio - brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # 428 | Estimate: $150
AWA bakelite mantle radio - white

Mantle Radio
Lot # 431 | Estimate: $100
Astor timber shaped cased mantle radio - light brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # 433 | Estimate: $150
Phillips bakelite mantle radio - brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # 430 | Estimate: $100
Timber cased mantle radio - light brown
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Mantle Radio
Lot # 439 | Estimate: $100
Walnut cased mantle radio - brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # 429 | Estimate: $80
Hotpoint bakelite cased mantle radio - cream

Portable Players
Lot # 443 | Estimate: $50
3 x Portable/Picnic radios/record players inc. HMV - wood, black bakelite & 
cream

Mantle Radio
Lot # 425 | Estimate: $50
Bakelite cased mantle radio - cream

Mantle Radio
Lot # 432 | Estimate: $75
HMV Little Nipper bakelite cased mantle radio - maroon
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Portable Radios
Lot # 441 | Estimate: $50
3 x Portable radios inc. President Motorolla, Sony, Westinghouse - black, blue, 
leather

Mantle Radio
Lot # 436 | Estimate: $150
Mullard bakelite cased mantle radio - brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # 495 | Estimate: $75
HMV Little Nipper bakelite cased mantle radio - maroon

Mantle Radio
Lot # 493 | Estimate: $100
Kriesler bakelite cased mantle radio - brown

Mantle radio
Lot # 458 | Estimate: $100
Kriesler bakelite cased mantle radio - brown
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Mantle Radio
Lot # 460 | Estimate: $75
HMV Little Nipper bakelite cased mantle radio - cream

Mantle Radio
Lot # 461 | Estimate: $40
Walnut cased mantle radio - brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # 456 | Estimate: $150
Astor cased bakelite mantle radio - black

Mantle Radio
Lot # 463 | Estimate: $125
Phillips cased bakelite mantle radio - maroon

Mantle Radio
Lot # 457 | Estimate: $175
Peter Pan bakelite cased mantle radio - shaped - brown
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Mantle Radio
Lot # 494 | Estimate: $75
Hotpoint bakelite cased mantle radio - cream & maroon

Portable Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Phillips & Rambler cased portable radios - red & grey & maroon

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $60
Murphy cased portable radio - maroon & tan

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $175
Airzone walnut timber cased mantle radio - brown timber
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Astor walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Breville walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $125
Phillips bakelite cased mantle radio - brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Lekmek walnut cased mantle radio - art deco style - timber

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Tecnico portable radio in brown vinyl case
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Portable Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $75
2 x Astor portable radios - maroon & brown bakelite cases

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Phillips bakelite cased mantle radio - maroon

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Operatic cased portable radio

Portable Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Peter Pan Adventurer portable radio & 1950's Air Chief portable radio - green & 
tan
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Kelvinator bakelite cased mantle radio - maroon

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Sky Queen portable radio in light green case

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Tecnico bakelite cased mantle radio - maroon

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Mini fan PSS portable cased radio/recorder, made in Germany - cream
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Airzone walnut cased art deco mantle radio - timber

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $60
Astor - portable cased radio - cream

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Cosser portable cased radio - bronze & brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Phillips bakelite cased mantle radio - cream

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Phillips bakelite cased mantle radio - cream
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $150
AWA bakelite cased mantle radio - cream

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Cream bakelite cased mantle radio - unknown make

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Phillips bakelite cased mantle radio - brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Walnut cased art deco mantle radio - timber
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Breville walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Hotpoint cased mantle radio - brown

Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Walnut cased art deco radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $125
Erres walnut cased mantle radio - timber
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Car Stereo
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Vintage car stereo

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Mallard bakelite cased mantle radio - brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Art Deco cased mantle radio - timber

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Crown portable cased radio - green
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Hotpoint walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Ton Lon cased portable radio - leather

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Airzone walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Radiola walnut cased mantle radio - timber
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Briton walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $60
HMV cased portable radio - black & cream

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Genalex walnut cased art deco mantle radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
AWA walnut cased art deco mantle radio - timber
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $125
Phillips walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Genalex walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Beethoven walnut cased mantle radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Astor walnut cased mantle radio - timber
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Record Player
Lot # | Estimate: $75
HMV portable record player - vinyl

Record Player
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Healing walnut table model record player with radio - timber

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Phillips walnut cased mantle radio - timber
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Cabinet Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Lekmek walnut upright cabinet radio

Cabinet Radiogram
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Phillips walnut cased upright cabinet radiogram

Cabinet Radiogram
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Phillips walnut cased upright cabinet radiogram

http://www.donellyauctions.com.au/lottype/vintage-radios/cabinet-radio
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Gramophone Cabinet
Lot # | Estimate: $400
Brunswick upright gramophone cabinet

Upright Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $200
Astor walnut cased upright art deco radio

Upright Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $250
HMV walnut cased upright art deco radio

http://www.donellyauctions.com.au/lottype/vintage-radios/gramophone-cabinet
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Upright Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $200
Hotpoint Band Master walnut cased upright radio

Upright Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Radiola walnut cased upright radio

Upright Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Airlord walnut cased upright radio

Cabinet Radiogram
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Mullard cabinet radiogram with record player

http://www.donellyauctions.com.au/lottype/vintage-radios/upright-radio-1
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Radiogram
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Stromberg Carlson cabinet radiogram

Cabinet gramophone
Lot # | Estimate: $250
Oak cased Circles The Globe cabinet gramophone

TV
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Unusual Ekco Vision pop-up TV - timber case

http://www.donellyauctions.com.au/lottype/vintage-radios/radiogram
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TV
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Walnut cased TV

Radiogram
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Walnut Nera sealed radiogram

Radiogram
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Phillips cased radiogram in walnut cabinet with record player

Reel to Reel
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Regent Windsor reel to reel player - green & cream case

http://www.donellyauctions.com.au/lottype/vintage-radios/tv-0
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Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Astor Mickey bakelite mantle radio - brown

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Airzone walnut cased art deco mantle radio - timber

Reel to Reel
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Professional 77 reel to reel recorder - hard maroon case

Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Healing pink radio & Admiral maroon radio

http://www.donellyauctions.com.au/lottype/vintage-radios/mantle-radio-51
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Gramophone
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Sonara table gramophone with painted case

Portable Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $40
2 x Phillips portable radios with hard green metal cases

Reel to Reel
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Phillips reel to reel recorder in hard green case

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $125
Airzone walnut cased art deco mantle radio - timber
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Valve & Circuit Tester
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Paton Electrical Property Pty Ltd - boxed valve & circuit tester - black

Transmitter
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Transmitter Teleradio 60A

Oscillator
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Grundig Grid Dip oscillator in brown case

Car Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Ferris M94 portable car radio

Galvanometer
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Unipivot galvanometer - red metal case
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Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Airzone fine tune radio in hard case with bakelite front

Projector
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Pyrox Victor 16mm movie projector in brown vinyl case

Reel to Reel
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Grundig TK30 hard cased reel to reel recorder
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Reel to Reel
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Webster Chicago reel to reel recorder, electronic memory in hard maroon case

Gramophone
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Phillips portable picnic gramophone in hard blue case

Reel to Reel
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Webster Chicago reel to reel recorder electronic memory in hard maroon case

S.T.T.O. Tress Exchange
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Boxed S.T.T.O. Tress Exchange in wooden case
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Projector
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Specto projector in brown case

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $100
Broadcast metal case mantle radio - grey

Sound Monitor
Lot # | Estimate: $40
National sound monitor system in black case

Tuner
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Minimitter MR-44 tuner with grey metal case

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $75
Monarch portable radio brown case plus Radiola portable radio - simulated 
crocodile skin cover
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Reel To Reel
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Tecnico - Tecnicorda reel to reel recorder in brown two-tone case

Generator
Lot # | Estimate: $40
University signal generator

Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Phillips radio 3 valve

Adaptor
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Heathkit single side band adapter in green metal case
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Analyser
Lot # | Estimate: $60
Weston Model 772 analyser in wooden case

Tuner
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Grammond CTR 66 tuner

Speakers
Lot # | Estimate: $40
2 x Car speakers

Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Hepf Garod vinyl case portable radio

Telephone
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Black bakelite dial telephone
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Telephone
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Black bakelite dial telephone

Telephone
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Black bakelite dial telephone

Telephone
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Black bakelite dial exchange phone

Speakers
Lot # | Estimate: $50
2 x Large Cinema speakers
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Horns & Parts
Lot # | Estimate: $75
3 x Horns & parts

Gramophones
Lot # | Estimate: $50
2 x Portable picnic gramophones - black case & green case

Magnecorde
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Black cased magnecorde

Record Player
Lot # | Estimate: $20
Phillips portable record player

Portable Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Mullard portable radio & Stromberg Carlson portable radio - brown & cream
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Mantle Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $75
2 x Airzone bakelite mantle radios plus other - damaged

Recorder
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Simens type-recorder

Tuner
Lot # | Estimate: $20
Bakelite & metal tuner

Device
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Metal cased electronic device

Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Cosser metal & wood radio
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Gramophone
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Walnut cased table gramophone radio

Decimeter
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Milliwatts decimeter by University

Receiver
Lot # | Estimate: $75
AWA receiver CR-6B

Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Phillips radio - black, Radiola radio - pink & 1 other - brown

Devices
Lot # | Estimate: $50
2 x Wooden boxed tuning/listening devices
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Meter
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Fernseh GMBH metal cased meter

Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $20
3 x Restorable radios

Various items
Lot # | Estimate: $100
12 items - all telephone/switchboard related & a radio station console

Equipment
Lot # | Estimate: $100
ZX-6A Klystron aging equipment component - Nippon Electrical Company Ltd. 
With original 1972 manual & still housed in its original fine & padded crate
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Various
Lot # | Estimate: $100
4 items - Metrix multi gauge tube analyser, Bureau of Meteorology receiver, 
Military (USA) frequency meter & a BWD 505 oscilloscope

Various
Lot # | Estimate: $100
3 items - Kriesler Cinescope 25 combination TV/radiogram, Pye hi defination 
wooden cabinet TV & a National mobile TV on a stand with castors

Telephones
Lot # | Estimate: $100
5 x Telephones (one in original packing), 3 hand-pieces, grey exchange phone 
& a pony transmitter

Various
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Large TV/radio station wall mounted clock, 3 x bell components, emergency 
line exchange box & 2 Phillips radiosonde units
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Various
Lot # | Estimate: $40
9 Various speakers (2 in original boxes)

Various
Lot # | Estimate: $100
3 Turntables (Phillips, National, HMV), AWA reel to reel tape recorder, 8 
transistor radios, Hanimex radio/cassette player, 5 record racks, National 
transistor box with miscellaneous contents & oddments

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Phillips mantle radio - green plastic case (crack to case at RHS bakelite knob)

Mantle Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Phillips mantle radio - black plastic case with white plastic fitments

Car Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $150
Car radio - Ferris dual wave (portable)
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Portable Radio
Lot # | Estimate: $80
Astor portable radio - chrome, beige metal & white plastic cover

Radios
Lot # | Estimate: $120
2 Early 20th Century metal cased table top radios - Stromberg-Carlson

Turntable
Lot # | Estimate: $100
HMV brown bakelite case table top electric turntable

Various
Lot # | Estimate: $80
4 items - AWA modulated oscillator type J6726, bakelite testing gauge (in 
original box), output meter (in orignal box), wooden cased test meter
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Various
Lot # | Estimate: $100
3 Turntables (Phillips, National, HMV), AWA reel to reel tape recorder, 8 
transistor radios, Hyanimex radio/cassette player, 5 record racks, National 
transistor box with miscellaneous contents & oddments

Various
Lot # | Estimate: $50
4 items - old PMG case containing valves & related components, old oak cased 
receiver component & 2 communications related objects (mystery objects?)

Radio/Turntable
Lot # | Estimate: $50
Red cased portable Carrard radio/turntable (some damage to case lid)

Turntable
Lot # | Estimate: $40
Radio Station turntable complete with a large 33 1/3 disc (Book Club of the Air 
- The Beckoning Shore Episode 27)
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78 Records
Lot # | Estimate: $50
3 Boxes of old '78' records

Various
Lot # | Estimate: $80
3 Portable 6KY Journalists reel to reel tape recorders (Fi-Cord), 4 microphones 
& 3 Ring Master phones

Switchboard
Lot # | Estimate: $300
Tall wooden cased switchboard - fitments include 2 finger dial connectors, 6 
dials & 34 retractable line connectors. With a display label - 'how the 
switchboard worked'
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